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Abstract

Coalition structure generation is the problem of partitioning the agents of a given en-
vironment into disjoint and exhaustive coalitions so that the whole available worth is
maximized. While this problem has been classically studied in settings where all coali-
tions are allowed to form, it has been recently reconsidered in the literature moving from
the observation that environments often forbid the formation of certain coalitions. By
following this latter perspective, a model for coalition structure generation is proposed
where constraints of two different kinds can be expressed simultaneously. Indeed, the
model is based on the concept of valuation structure, which consists of a set of pivotal
agents that are pairwise incompatible, plus an interaction graph prescribing that a coali-
tion C can form only if the subgraph induced over the nodes/agents in C is connected.

It is shown that valuation structures can be used to model a number of relevant
problems arising in real-world application domains. Then, the complexity of coalition
structure generation over valuation structures is studied, by assuming that the functions
associating each coalition with its worth are given as input according to some compact
encoding—rather than explicitly listing all exponentially-many associations. In particu-
lar, islands of tractability are identified based on the topological properties of the under-
lying interaction graphs and on suitable algebraic properties of the given worth functions.
Finally, stability issues over valuation structures are studied too, by considering the core
as the prototypical solution concept.

Keywords: Coalitional games, solution concepts, computational complexity, treewidth,
marginal contribution networks.

1. Introduction

1.1. Constrained Coalition structure Generation

Coalition structure generation is a fundamental problem in the study of coalition
formation processes for multi-agent systems, which naturally occurs whenever agents
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